
SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO MANOEUVRE AND EXHIBIT VEHICLES.    
Our decks are ideal for this function thanks to their strength and sturdiness.
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CAR & VEHICLE 
PLATFORMS

We produce heavy-duty platforms specially designed to manoeuvre and exhibit              
vehicles (cars, motorbikes, quads, etc). Our decks are ideal for this function thanks to their 
strength and sturdiness, allowing the possibility to make multiple configurations to adapt to each 
specific event.

GUIL platforms are perfect for vehicle exhibitions and presentations, with their attractive and 
elegant design that highlights the displayed car. 

They are the ideal display tool of modular design that provides optimal load distribution even for 
heavy loads (you can use platforms with 4, 6 or 8 legs, depending on the weight of the vehicle, 
or even add a central reinforcing leg).

GUIL – Quality Guaranteed, 
MADE IN SPAIN!
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An essential accessory for these set-ups is our 
reinforced ramp system so that the car can be 
transported on and off the stage, using the same 
platform model and our ramp kit.

GUIL car and vehicle platforms are specially 
designed to be used in trade fairs, promotional 
events and exhibitions, as they are adaptable 
in size and load capacity to the requirements of 
any car and can be set up to meet the require-
ments of the customer.

THE BEST COMBINATION:  
STRENGTH & STABILITY 
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Our stage platforms offer professionals: maximum safety, guarantee and reliability.

https://guil.es/en/products/ramp-kit-to-make-ramps-with-guil-platforms-ref-rmp-01/


The platform and ramp are also popular with organisers of motor-races with individual   
timed starts, such as rallies, providing a raised surface for the start of each car, motor-  
bike, time-trial bicycle or other vehicle.  In this case, two ramps are usually used: one to 
enter and the second for the exit.
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Platforms with wooden panel and plug-in legs (interchangeable):   

                               TM440 (1200 Kg/m2)  

                               TM440XL (1400 Kg/m2) 
                               TM440XXL (1600 Kg/m2)

For more information on stage platforms for car displays and exhibitions, please click on the          
following links: 

https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xl/
https://guil.es/en/products/professional-aluminium-platform-ref-tm440xxl/
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